Activity 18: Assessment tool
Worksheet 24a: Rubrics
This activity relates to L.O 2. Now that you chose to create a rubrics in your group, you need to work on developing this together in
relation to the assessment brief. This will then be used to assess a piece of student work.
Criteria

Highly competent

Competent

Almost competent
.

Partly competent
.

Not competent

Activity 18: Assessment tool
Worksheet 24b: Grading scale
This activity relates to L.O 2. Now that you chose to create a grading scale in your
group, you need to work on developing this together in relation to the assessment brief.
This will then be used to assess a piece of student work.

Activity 18: Assessment tool
Worksheet 24c: Checklist
This activity relates to L.O 2. Now that you chose to create a checklist in your group,
you need to work on developing this together in relation to the assessment brief. This
will then be used to assess a piece of student work.

Activity 19: Assessment of student work
Worksheet 26: Example assignment
This activity relates to L.O 2. Please carefully read the following module handbook,
assignment brief and corresponding assignment that a student has completed. Once you
have read it, please decide in your group of 4 which assessment tool you would like to
design in order to assess it.
‘Our actions are determined by our attitudes.’ Discuss with reference to psychological
theory and research evidence.
1, 500 words
Guidance given:

You will need to:
-

use published research from academic journals in your answer.

-

demonstrate an understanding of psychological research.

-

use enough academic sources. All cited work will need to be carefully
referenced in the correct format (either APA 6 or Harvard).

-

Ensure you are using ‘mostly’ up-to-date articles.

-

demonstrate evaluation skills.

-

present a clear evidence-based argument (avoid phrases like “I think” and “I
believe”).

-

write your essay in formal writing style. Avoid:
o writing in the 1st person (using pronouns such as “I” or “me” which are
not commonly used in academic writing),
o writing “you” when you mean people in general,
o and colloquial language (e.g. using non-words like “thru”).

What am I looking for?

-

The extent to which you have addressed the essay title and constructed a
coherent argument in response to it.

-

Ability to find relevant research to answer the set question.

-

Ability to evaluate research articles.

-

Your use of evidence in relation to your argument.

-

The structure and organisation of your essay/argument.

-

The clarity of writing.

-

The quality of presentation including proofreading and referencing skills.

Essay Structure


Introduction to the topic: brief and to the point (Tip: write this last)



Main body: In depth, systematic, well-organised, coherent, well evidenced and
argued.



Conclusion: Brief, comprehensive, purposeful (“not-a-space-filler”).

Paragraph Structure:
•

Every paragraph should be self-contained but should always link to the
paragraph before and after it.

•

Use evidence throughout your paragraphs

•

Structure your paragraphs well and make sure your text (as a whole) is well
connected (it flows).

Tips
•

Plan out structure

•

Write in paragraphs – more than a couple of sentences, less than a page

•

Decide what key points you need to make

•

Decide what literature you need to include

•

Order your points in a logical order (funnel)

‘Our actions are determined by our attitudes.’ Discuss with reference to psychological
theory and research evidence.
Attitudes are described by Olson and Zanna (1993) as “a favourable or unfavourable evaluative
reaction towards something or someone, exhibited in beliefs, feelings or inclination to act.”
Historical research into attitudes shows dramatic alterations over the years, going from a focus in
attitude measurement in the 1920’s to a strong focus on social structure of attitude function in the
1980’s. However, there has always been debate on whether actions determine our attitudes or
whether our attitudes influence our behaviour. There are fundamental approaches that argue each
potential, such as the Theory of Planned Behaviour and the Cognitive Dissonance Theory.

The fundamental theory exploring the concept of our attitudes determining our actions is Ajzen’s
Theory of Planned Behaviour (1985). The model for this consists of three human behavioural
beliefs: behavioural, normative and control beliefs. Behavioural beliefs are those that produce a
favourable/unfavourable attitude towards the behaviour in question, normative beliefs are the
subjective norm and control is the perceived control. Collectively, they form a behavioural
intention within the individual. It is assumed from this model that the more favourable that a
person’s attitude is towards the behaviour in question and the subjective norm and the greater
control, the stronger the intention and that makes them more likely to perform the behaviour.
Although the Theory of Planned Behaviour has been the basis and inspiration of many different
studies, it relies heavily on correlational data in which you cannot establish cause and effect.
Furthermore, it assumes that attitudes are rational and thus behaviour is a result of rational
decision making based on a cost-benefit analysis, ignoring emotional and impulsive decision
making factors. Thus it would assume that individuals would not have a positive attitude about
anything that does not benefit them in the end.
There have been a lot of psychologists that use this theory for their studies, showing that they
believe in and support the concept of the Theory of Planned Behaviour. One of these is
Schomerus, Matschinger and Angermeyer (2009), who investigated whether people suffering
from mental disorders sought appropriate help, depending on their initial attitude towards the
situation. The results gained from this study showed that a willingness to seek medical help can
be explained largely by the Theory of Planned Behaviour’s conceptualized attitudes and
behaviours. The findings suggested that the levels of help-seeking when people experience
symptoms of depression are likely to be effected by the modern changing attitudes within the
general population, which supports the Theory of Planned Behaviour. However, when evaluating
this study, it has to be remembered that the study was only taking people suffering depression

into consideration, not any other medical conditions. Therefore, the findings could potentially not
be generalised towards those seeking medical help for other conditions, as they would affect the
individual in different ways. Furthermore, as the questionnaire was conducted as a phone
interview it is quite possible that the participants simply provided the most socially desirable
answer. As the questionnaire asked about the intention to see a psychiatrist and not whether they
actually sought help or not, it is possible that they never actually carried out their intentions. Thus,
we have to be careful when using this study to support the Theory of Planned Behaviour.

The Theory of Planned Behaviour is also used in other areas to predict people’s behaviour based
on their attitudes. Tonglet, Phillips and Read (2004) investigated the determinants of recycling
behaviour and discovered that pro-recycling attitudes are the major contributor of recycling
behaviour, which supports the hypotheses. However, there are studies that contradict the Theory
of Planned Behaviour, such as the Chinese couple experiment carried out by LaPiere (1934).
During a time of anti-Asian prejudice in America, he travelled with a Chinese couple and went to
66 caravan parks and 184 restaurants. There were no refusals of service in the establishments, yet
when he wrote to ask them if they would accept Chinese, 92% said they would not. This
demonstrates that individuals’ attitudes do not always determine their actions as their beliefs
against Chinese people directly contradicted their behaviour when the situation arose. However,
you could argue that due to the widespread prejudice, they were providing a socially desirable
answer when asked during the survey. It helps that the letter is impersonal and would not cause
direct confrontation (which saying no to their face may do). Furthermore, the sample was only
one scenario with two participants so it is difficult to generalise to all other Chinese individuals.

An approach called the Cognitive Dissonance Theory provides conflicting concepts to the Theory
of Planned Behaviour that suggest our attitudes may not affect our actions but that behaviour can
alter our attitudes towards certain things. The theory, introduced by Festinger (1957) refers to
situations where an individual has conflicting attitudes and beliefs on a particular topic, causing
discomfort and prompting them to alter one of the opinions to restore balance. This is suggesting
that we all have an inner drive that requires all our attitudes and beliefs to reside in harmony and
remain consistent. We rectify this by changing an attitude, acquiring new information to outweigh
the dissonance or reducing the importance of the cognitions. Extensive research into cognitive
dissonance has shown that it can be experimented on, so is testable by scientific means but there
is the issue that dissonance is subjective and cannot be objectively measured. Ambiguity behind
the term dissonance throughout the different research also confuses the theory and causes

uncertainty, as the definitions seem to lead to meaning guilt, which is different to how it is
outlined. Furthermore, individual differences affect how people react, as those with high anxiety
are likely to react as the cognitive dissonance theory predicts them to, whereas most are seemingly
able to cope and not experience the high tension that the theory outlines. Finally, low ecological
validity is a downfall of the studies that support Cognitive Dissonance Theory, as activities such
as turning pegs and reading out obscene passages to a stranger are not activities that occur in
everyday life.

Psychologists such as Aronson and Mills (1959) elaborated upon Festinger’s theory to discover
whether behaviour can shape attitudes when put into action. Female students were placed into
two conditions: mild and extreme embarrassment. In the mild condition participants read aloud
to a male experimenter a sexual passage including words such as ‘prostitute’. In the extreme
embarrassment or ‘severe initiation’ group they were required to read aloud an extremely explicit
passage containing obscene words. All three conditions then had a boring discussion about animal
sex, and were asked how interesting they found it. Those in the severe embarrassment condition
gave the most positive ratings. Cognitive Dissonance Theory explains this as reducing dissonance
by redefining the experience as interesting to justify the effort made when a voluntary experience
is negative. Therefore, the participants adjusted their attitude to fit their previous actions, not the
other way round, which conflicts with the Theory of Planned Behaviour. Although this provides
substantial support for the Cognitive Dissonance Theory, there is a lack of ecological validity (as
with many of these studies) and it ignores individual differences of the women, as some may not
get embarrassed by such things or genuinely enjoyed the supposedly boring discussion.

Ultimately, there is a lot of discussion and debate over whether our attitudes determine our
actions or not, with two well-known and well-supported approaches defending each argument
that could be put forward. The Theory of Planned Behaviour (1985) allows us to explain
thoroughly that an individual would carry out a favourable action rather than an unfavourable one
due to their behavioural, normative and control beliefs. On the opposing hand, the Cognitive
Dissonance theory explains that people adjust your attitudes to justify their behaviour to
themselves. Lord (1992) argued that although the Cognitive Dissonance Theory was introduced
as a ‘revolution’ to argue against all the social learning theory concepts of attitude and behaviour,
it actually supports some of the more modern Social Learning theories (1980’s onwards). These
theories all support the Theory of Planned Behaviour and the idea that if our attitude is positive
towards an action or behaviour, we are more likely to perform it. Therefore ultimately, it can be
argued that our attitudes do support our actions, as supported by the Theory of Planned Behaviour.
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